Functional analyses of mutant recessive GUCY2D alleles identified in Leber congenital amaurosis patients: protein domain comparisons and dominant negative effects.
Recessive mutations in GUCY2D, the gene encoding the retinal guanylyl cyclase protein, RetGC-1, have been shown to cause Leber Congenital Amaurosis (LCA), a severe retinal dystrophy. The purpose of this study was to determine the functional consequences of selected mutations in GUCY2Dlinked to LCA. The mutations investigated in this study map to the catalytic domain (P858S, L954P) and the extracellular domain (C105Y, L325P) of RetGC-1. All four mutations were introduced into the in vitro expression plasmid, pRC-CMV human RetGC-1, and expressed in HEK-293 cells. We assayed the abilities of the mutant cyclases to generate cGMP (basal activity), and to be activated by guanylyl cyclase activating proteins (GCAP-1 and GCAP-2). Additionally, we co-expressed the catalytic domain mutations (P858S and L954P) with a wild-type allele to test for dominant negative effects on wild-type RetGC-1. The P858S and L954P mutations, both in highly conserved residues of the catalytic domain of RetGC-1, severely impair basal, GCAP-1, and GCAP-2 stimulated catalytic activity of the enzyme. In addition, when co-expressed with the wild-type allele, both catalytic domain mutations act as dominant negative proteins and reduce the activity of wild-type RetGC-1. The basal activities of the C105Y and L325P mutants are unaltered, but GCAP-1 and GCAP-2 stimulated cyclase activities are reduced approximately 50%. GUCY2D mutations from LCA patients have distinct functional consequences on RetGC-1 catalytic activity in vitro. Our analyses showed that the catalytic domain mutations cause a marked reduction in cyclase activity, while the extracellular domain mutations moderately reduce activity. The catalytic domain mutant alleles cause dominant negative effects, indicating that the functionality of RetGC-1 is compromised even in heterozygotes. This is consistent with abnormalities in cone electroretinograms (ERGs) detected in obligate heterozygous GUCY2D parents that carry the L954P mutation.